
MARBEL FLEX DIA
～ Flexible diamond pad for marble and fine ceramic ～

200φ MARBLE FLEX DIA

Size: 200 mm (8”)
Grit: #60, #100, #200, #400, #800, 
         #1500, #3000, #6000

～ Polishing disc for marble ～

MFD HAND PAD

Size: 55 mm × 100mm
Grit: #100, #200, #400, #800,
         #1500, #3000, #6000
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#100(PINK) #200(BLACK) #400(BROWN) #800(GREEN) #1500(RED) #3000(YELLOW) #6000(IVORY)

MFD is a flexible diamond for marble produced with the latest soft resin technology.
The diamond of soft resin has not only the largest thickness in the world, but also excellent polishing power and a long service life.
It can be used not only for polishing marble, but also for polishing granite, artificial marble and ceramics.
It is often used for polishing kitchen countertops after chamfering in Japan.
Moreover, polishing steps can be reduced depending on the desired level of finish.

4 Steps (#200, #400, #800, #1500)                                           70GU

5 Steps (#200, #400, #800, #1500, #3000)                               85GU

7 Steps (#100, #200, #400, #800, #1500, #3000, #6000)         100GU

Size: 80 mm (3”) / 100 mm (4”)    Grit: #100, #200, #400, #800, #1500, #3000, #6000Specification.

Properties.

The MFD HAND PAD can be used to polish marble and granite. It is especially suitable for polishing after repairing scratches,
chips, and holes on site. It also has a great effect on polishing AKEMI products (Marble filler/Platinum) after curing.
The key of polishing is to use a lot of water and apply uniform distribution of force.

The 200φ MFD is a specialized polishing disc for polishing floors.
Its excellent sharpness is effective not only for marble but also for granite floors. It also helps reducing polishing time.
Polishing steps can be reduced depending on the desired level of finish.

Specification.

Specification.

～ Flexible diamond pad for marble and fine ceramic ～


